
al differential equations
partial di 

or 1.13 

2r dr 

) 
Proceed 

as in part (1). 

Ans. y(dz/dx) - x(dz/0)y) = 0 (01=0vx). (Sagar 2000 
Sol. Given 

Ex. 
5. Form a partial diferential equation by eliminating the function ffrom 

z = fylx). (i)z = *' Sylx). 
pif a fr(ylx) x (-yx) piferentiatng() 

partially with respect 
IWa). 
to x and y, we get Dite .(0) 

or 

folx)= -ly) x (Oz/dx) .(2) fylx) = x(dz/dy). 

orloy=f"(ylx) x (1/x) 
or 

etween (2) and (3), we have iminating (3) 

or 

. quired partial differential equation. 
which 1s the requir 

(i) Given 

=fylx Diferentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get az/ax= nx"*"Sylx) + *'f'ylx) x (-yl*) 
d 

Mautiolying both sides of (2) by x, we have 
oz/oy= fylx) x (1/x). .2) 

.(3) x(dz/dx) = nfylx) -y"- f'ylx). ...(4) oz/oy) = yx-f'ylx). 
Mutiplying both sides of (3) by y, we have 

Adding (4) and (5), x(dzlox)+y(dz/©y) = nx fylx) x(dzax)+ y(dz/dy) = nz, by (1) F.6. Form a partial difjerential equation by eliminating the function o from Ix + my + nz 

(5) 

++). 
Ravishankar 2003; Vikram 2003] Sol. Given Ix + my + nz = ¢(x+ y + z). Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

1) 
I+ n(dz/ax) = ®(r* ++:)* {2x + 2:(0:/0x)} n+ n(dz/dy) = $(r +y+)* {2y+ 2:(0z/0y)}} 

and .2) 
3 

+n (dz/0x) 2x+z(0z/dx)} 
m+n(d/0dy 2+z(à:/0y} 

Dividing (2) by (3), we get 

ny- ma) dz/cx) + (lz- nx) (dz/0y) = mx- ly, which is the required partial differential equation.Ex. 7. Form partial differential eqn. by eliminating the function ffromz = e"* "fax- by). Sol. Given 
z = e* by fax - by). Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

(1) 

dz/dx = e * DY a f'(ax - by) + a e 
* " fax - by) and .2) ozloy= e * by {-b f'(ax Mulfiplying (2) by b and (3) by a and adding, we get cebr)+a(cz/dy) = 2ab e*"*"S\ax - by) or 

by)} +b e fax - by). 
(3) 

boz/oxr) + a(@z/oy) = 2abz, by (1) .Form a partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary functions f and F o 2+ iy) + F(x - iy), where f = -1. 

Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

Sol. Given Bilaspur 2004; Jiwaji 1998; Nagpur 1996| 
z = fu + iy) + F(x- i) .(1) 

nd zlcr= f'x +iy) + F'x - iy) 

dz/by = if(x + iy) - iF(x - iy). 
.2) 
3 



ial equarion 

Differentiating 

(2) and (3) partial 
w.r.t. r 

and y 
respectively, 

we get 

Fr 
=fx 

+iy) 
+ F(r- i) 

1.14 

Adding (4) and (5), 
dz/ar 

+8'/ay 
= 0, 

which is the 
required 

equation 

INagpur 1996: 
o= ifr + )+ 

YF"%- ) 
= 
-* 

+ i) + Fa+ 

bitrary functi 

n 

and fand gfron 
Ex. 9. Form par? 

z = Sx-y) + gtr* + 
partial 

diferential 

equation 
by 

eliminating 

arbi 

= 
Ar-) +s(t 

+ y). 

d/or = 

21/-y)+2xg'(r 

+y) 
= 

2x{/** 
g(?, 

asay = f -y) 
t8r + y). 

Sol. Given 
-y) + g + y)}. 

pifferentia zldr 
2/-y)+ 

+8(r* 

2f"C 
+)} 

+4r'/"? 

+y)=( 

-v)+8'r?+ l 

Differentiating 

(1) partially 
with respect 

to x and y, 
we get 

and 
- y) + 8' + y)) 

Differentiating 
(2) and (3) w.r.t. r and y 

respectively, 

we get 

zloy 
= 

f"-y)+g"r* 

+y). 

f'-y)+ & ty) = (1/2x) x (dzc 
and +g + y) from (5) and( (2) Again, 

Substituting the values 
of/"r*-y)+ g"r +y) 

and/"(r*-)tg'(r 
+y) fo 

in (4), we have 
or dx 

2x 4 

which is the required partial 
differential equation. 

the a 

of rotation. 

Sol. From coordinate geometry of three 
dimensions, 

equation of any surface of reual 

having z-axis as the axis of rotation may be taken as 

Ex. 10. Find the differential equation of all surfaces of revolulion having z-axis LAS. ae s 197 

volution 

= o{(r* +), where o is an arbitrary 
function. 

az/dr = ®T+y)j 
x (1/2) x (r* +y2x2x 

d/oy= T(r +y)")* (1/2) x (r* + y x 2y 
Differentating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

and 
or 

Dividing (2) by (3), 
dx 

oz/oy 

Ex. 11. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary functions f andg 

from z = A) +x gV). 
Sol. Given 

(Guwahali 207 

z =yfx) +* g0). 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. x' and y', we get 

dz/dx = yf() +g0) 

Differentiating (3) with respect to x, 

dz/oy =fr)+xg0). 
zldxoy =f'o) + 80). .2) 

From (2) and (3). f')= 8 &'0)=-o and 

yL 
Substituting these values in (4), we have 

gt) +yA)) xy xdy = x+-59 
or 

or 



orm a partial differential equation by. 

o++?,2. 2-2xy)= 0. 

partial aferenlll 

by eliminating the. 1.15 
rbitrary function from 

INagpur 1996; 20021 

+ -2y)= 

Sol Given 

d =r++2 and 

(u, v) = 0. v=-2xy. 
Then. (1) becomes 

(2) get ating (3) partially w.r.t. x', we; 

3) 
du \dx 

4) 
dox and q = a:ldy. Now, from (2), we have 

duldr = 2z, 

Using 
(5, (4) reduces to 

ferentiating (3) partially w.r.t. 'y', we get 

-

dulox=-2y, 0/du) (2x+ 2p2) + (00/to) (-2y + 2p) = 0 

duoy= 2y, 

duldy= -2x, vldz = 22. 5) (x + p2) (dp/du) = (y -p:) 06/av). difer 

6) Agan, 

o/ou) (2y + 2qz) + (0¢/ov) (-2x + 24z) = 0, by (5) y+ q) (0p/du) = (x - q2) ©%0v). (x+ pzy(y + qz) = (y -pzy(x - qz) 
Dividing (6) by (7), .(7) 
paty + x)-qzy + x) = -2 

EL. 13. Fliminate the arbitrary function J and obtain the partial differential equation from 

or 

(p-g =y -x. 

= e fx +y) Madras 2005| Sol. Given 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. x and y, we get .(1) 

tlà=e'f(x+y) and az/ày=e' e"'f(x+y)+e'f(+y).2) 
From (1) and (2), we have (2) 

dz/dy= z +dz/àx 
EL. 14. Ifz = fS+ay)+(x- ay), prove that 8'z/y = a*(0*z/ax*) Hint.Refer solved Ex. 3. 

Madurai Kamraj 2008; Jabalpur 2002] EL. 15, Equation of any cone with vertex at P (a, b, c) is of the form 
nd the differential equation of the cone. Sol. Let-a)/ (z-c) = u 

Then, the equation of the given cone becomes Diterentiating (2) partially with respect to 'x', we have 

z-c- 
and (-b)/ ( - c) = v (1) 

Su, v) = 0 
.(1) 

.(2) 

du f du 
=0, using (1) or 

= 0 p dz .(3) where 

Diferentiating iating (2) partially with respect to y', we have 

of -a_dz -0 y-b d=0, using (1) or 

du u(z-c) dy dvz-c (-c dy 



1.16 =0, where 

X-a 

or 

Eliminating 
f/du and f/dv 

from (3) and (4), we have 

(-) = 0 

-b 

X-a 

-c) z-C 
-Py-b) 

z-c-p(x-a) 

-q(x-a) 

z-C-q(y-6)| 

or 

z- c-p (r - a)} {z -C- 

qV-b)}-p4r 
-a) y -b) = 0 

(x-ap + -b}g=2-, or 

--Pr - a) 
(z-c)-40-b) 

-c)=0 

which in the required partial 
differential equation of the given cone or 

or 

EXERCISE 1 (B) 
uations: 

Eliminate the arbitrary functions 
and hence obtain the partial diferential ea 

Ans.p -
1. z =e" p(x+y). 

2. z = fx + ay) [Bilaspur 1997; Jabalpur 1999| 

3. z= y +fr+y) [Delhi B.A./B. Sc. (Maths) (Prog.) 2007] Ans. py-ar 

4. z=X +y +fy) 

Ans. q 

Y- 
Ans. px -

9*1- 

5. z =fya) INagpur 1995 KU 
Kurukshetra 2004 

6. = fr-) 

Ans. px - y= 
Ans. p tq= 

Ans. (x- yyp - (x-yxq = (t+y 

. z=(-y) O(r+}y') 

8. z = fr +2y) 
9. x = Az) + g0) 

Ans. xq - yp =r-f 

Ans. ps-gr= 

10. z = fy + ax) +gy + bx), atb. 

11. fr +y +z) = xyz 

12. z = (x +y)St-y) 
13. z = ) + e g(x) 

14. Ar +y + z, x* +f-#)= 0 (CDLU 2004) 

Ans.r (a + b]s + abt= 

Ans. x(y - z)p + y{z- x)q = z((-} 

Ans. yp +X0 = 

Ans.I-q 
Ans. py + z)- (x +z)}g =1-) 

15. z = ay) + g(x/y) 
Ans. r0z/dx*)-y'(z/ay')+x(az/ax)-y(d:li)= 

16. z = fA* - z) + g(r + y) Ans. ay x 

17. z= f(xcosa+y sin a-a)+Q(x cos a+y sin a+ at). 

Ans. 3z/dx +0z/8y2 = (1/a*)x(®*:l 

18. y =frt ar) + xg(x + ar) 
Ans. a(z/d)-2a(0?z/Na) +(®'z/l& 

19. y = r- at) + xglr - ar) +x*h{x - at). 

(Jabalpur 19 

Ans. 8'y/ar +3a(a'y/dxdr) +3a°(8'y/àxar) 
+a'(®'y/a) 

Ans. x (y-xr- (-x)s +y (y-x + (-9) (r t= 
20. z = fxy) + 8{r +y) 
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Rot 
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partial 
dit 

tion, 

Hinen 
t 

er, 

CAUCHY'S PR 

he 

'S PROBLEM FOR FIRST ORDER EQUATIONS 

existence theore 
differential equation 

nique requires a uniqueness theorem. The conditions to be satisfied in 

1.17 

theorem is to establish conditions under which we can decide whether aim of an 
exister 

has a solution at all, the next step of proving that the s uni 

ety 

which 
or 

the 

Cauchy's 

problem 
for 

firoetvariahon 
araore 

it exists,

tial equation are easily contained in the classic problem of 
irst 

order 
partial differentia 

two independent variable can be stated as follows: first order partial differential equation 
(w) and z (p) are functions which, together with their first derivatives, are the interval I defined by H < u< <k 

gpace, 

ihen. is required to 
al is a continuous function of x, y, z, p and q in a certain region U of establish the existence of a function cd(x,y) with the following 

4nd iff (%. y z P. ) is. 

artial derivatives with respect to x and y are continuous functions of x 
o) and its partial derivatives 

on R of the xy space. 

os of x and y lying in R, the point (x, y, d(x,y), D,(x.y), o,(x,y)} lies in 

yerles 

ay in a 
region 

il For 

d fL y.D.y), P,Xy). 9,(x.y)] = 0. 

For all belonging to the interval I, the point {x(u), yo (u)) belongs to the region R, 
ad aeometrically, what we wish to prove is that there exists a surface z= d(x,y) which 

orh the curve C whose parameiric equalions are given by x = xo (u), y = yo (u),z = z0 (u) 
T Doinl of which the *direction (p. q, - 1) of the normal is such that f(x,y.z,p.q) =0 

Problem 1. State the properties of PX,y) f there exists a surface z= D(x,y) which passes 
Hrugh the curve Cwith parametric equations x = x, (), y = yo (H), z= zo(4) and at every point of ih he direction (p.4.-1) of the normal is such that fa.y.z.p.z) =0. (Delhi B.Se. (H) 2002) Sol. Hint. Refer conditions (i), (i) and (iül) of the above Art. 1.13 

Problem 2. Solve the Cauchy's problem for zp+q=1, when the initial data curve is 
khF4 =Hu/2, 0sus1. 

Sol. Given fxy,, p,q) = p+q-l=0 

Given inital data curve 
.(1) 

/2, 0SuSI. (2) 

af ldq=1, 
Yo 

From (1), 
of Idp= z 

Now have the following ordinary differential equations: 

ao aWo = ]x1l-zxl=l-u#0, for 0Susl. dq du dp du 2 

Since V F is normal to the surface F(x,y =0, 3F/ax, OF /dy. dF/dz ie.p. 9-1 are direction 

Let 
be the equation of the given surface Let

Z= D(x,y) .. (1) 

F(x.y,z)= (x,y)- z. 

p From (1) and (2) 

(2) 

Taias of the norme normal to F (x, y, : y. z) = 0 or (x.y). 



ndat 

eauations d oz dy 1.18 
d x dt + y 

dy/ dt =1 

and 

d 
dt 

dzl dt = 
pMôfip)+4 (laq) = pz 

+9=1, by () 

and 

dxl dt = 7 

or and Z=t+C 
zu0)=H/2 

and y=t+ 

Integrating (3) and (4), )= at4 0) =4 
y=l+p 

and z= +/2 From (2), at =0, 

Using (6), (5) reduces to 

Then, from (3) and (7), dr/dt=1+ /2 so that x= (1/2) x r+(1/2)

x= (1/2) x 
r+(1/2) x + 

2) x uu+C 

Using (6), (8) reduces to 

H= /2) 
1-(y/2) 

Solving y=!+u 
with (9) for and t in terms of x andy, we get 

and 

1-(y/2) initial daa 
Putting these values in z=/+u/2, the required 

solution passing throueh the 

= (2(y-x)+X-y' /2}/(2-y). 

curve is 

OBJECTIVE 
PROBLEMS ON CHAPTER 1 

Indicate the correct answer by writing (a), (6), () or (a) 

I. Equation p tan y + q tan x = sec z is of order 

(a) 1 
Agra 2005, 20 

(6) 2 (c) 0 (d) none of these 

2. Equation 8z/a-2(?z/xaj) #(E76)7=0 is of order 

(6) 2 (c) 3 (d) none of these Agra 2005, 204 
(a) 1 

3. The equation (2x + 3y)p + 4xq-8pq = x+y is 

(a) linear (b) non-linear (c) quasi-linear (d) semi-linear [Agra 2005. 

4. (x+y-2) (z/âx)+(3x+2y) (z /ôy)+2z = x+y is 

(a) linear 

5. (8x + 3y) p - xq -pq = x +y is 

(a) linear 

(c) semi-linear (d) non-linear (b) quasi-linear 

(6) non-linear ()quasi-linear (d) semi-linea 

6. xp + yq = (*-y)z +x -y is 

(a) quasi-linear (6) semi-linear (c)linear (d) non-linear 

7. (x+) (a/ax)+(x+ y) (z/ôy) +3x-4y)z = x +y is 

(a) linear (6}quasi-linear (c) semi-linear Agra 2008 
8. The partial differential equation obtained by eliminating arbitrary constants a and b fn 

(c) 2 = px + y (d): = ap-by. 

M.S. Univ.T.N. 2001 

9. The partial dífferential equation obtained by eliminating the arbitrary function 9 

(d) non-linear 

z ax- by is ()z = px + (6) 2z= px - qgy 

=(x+ + ) is (a)z =pq 6):=ptq ()pq- 1 ()p=q. [M.S. Univ. T.N. 2007 

10. (True/False) : The partial ditferential equation (&/ax) (z/y) =3xy is non-line IMeerut 2003 

11. (Fill up the gap): The partial differential equation of the form 

fx,y,z) (z ldx)+ g(%, y, z) (z/ôy) = h(x, y, z) is called . 
IMeerut 20 



diferential equalions 

1.19 
diferential cquations+2s--?=0 of order 

2 Petial' 

(c) Three (d) None of these. (b) Two 

a) one 
Agra 20081 

Answers 
4. (b) 3. (6) 

2. (6) (6) 9.(d) 

5 (b) 
10. True 11. Quasi-linear equation 6. (b) 

12. (b) .8.() 
, (0 

E1. Prove 

r diferential 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES ON CHAPTER 1 
ft =(+ a)+ y - am), then d ("z/dy*) - (82z/dx')= 0 for 

ial o and y; a is a constant. 

z = o(y+ ax) + y(y - ax) 
(L.A.S. 2007) 

Sol. Given 

x, we get 
.(1) 

iferentiati 

(1) partially with respect to 

a/dx= a$'(y+ax)-ay'(y- ax) 

rentiating (2) partially with respect to 'r, we get 

z/dx=a {o"(y+ax) +V"y- ax)} 

.(2) 

Ditterent 

.. 3) 
ferentiating (1) partially with respect to y', we get 

8:/dy='(y+ x)+ v'(y- ax) 
ferentiating (4) artially with respect to y,we get 

(4) 

a2= c(u làx) 
8 z/dy="y+ax)+v"(y-ax) (4) 

la :/a)=a{e"y+ax)+v"y-ar)} .(5) 

Subtracting (3) from (5), we get /)-(a:/a) =0. 
E. 2 Form a partial diferential equation by eliminating the function f from 

t2f(lh + log y). 

Sol. Diferentiating the given relation w.r.t. *' and y', by turn, we get 
(L.A.S. 2007) 

la-2f (/x+ log y) x (-1/x) dz/dy=2y+2f'(1/x+ log y) x (1/y) and 

rGrlox)=-2f"(l/x+ log y) - yoz/dy)+2y = -2f'1/x+ log y) and

Thsy (@:/dx)=2y -yoz/dy), which is the required equation. 

a, Formulate a partial díferential equation by eliminating arbitrary constants a and b 

e quation (r+a+(y+b* +2=1. Examine whether the partial differential equation is 
Pr or non-linear Ah, find its order and degreee. 

E Proceed as in Ex. 5(0), page 1.6 with = 1. Thus we get the partial diferential 

aOG/) + (rz/ay)? +11=1, which is non-linear partial diferential equation of order 
M and degree two. 

Delhi 2008 


